CT arteriography for orbital tumors: diagnostic and surgical value.
The aim of this study is to investigate the efficacy of dynamic computed tomography (CT) during selective angiography (CT-arteriography) of orbital tumors in the evaluation of intratumoral vascular anatomy, feeding artery territory, and histological diagnosis. Among 35 consecutive cases with various orbital lesions, those cases showing tumor staining or pooling of the contrast medium on digital subtraction angiography (DSA) were evaluated by CT-arteriography (n = 14). The information obtained by CT-arteriography was compared with that provided by enhanced MRI (n = 31) and dynamic MRI (n = 21), in which the contrast medium was injected intravenously. In addition to the visualization of fine vascular anatomy, CT-arteriography emphasized areas of nodular enhancement and non-enhancing cystic/necrotic components as well as the intratumoral feeding arteries. Patterns of CT-arteriography were categorized into three subgroups: homogeneous enhancement (benign lymphoid lesion), partial enhancement (schwannomas and carcinomas), and patchy multinodular enhancement (specific for cavernous angiomas). In addition, CT-arteriography with selective arterial catheterization clearly delineated the feeding artery territories. CT-arteriography, with a minimal dose of contrast medium, can offer significant advantages over intravenously injected dynamic neuroimaging, and provides additional valuable preoperative information about the orbital tumor under investigation.